Maximum sustainable force of surgical stays and stay
hooks in human tissue, and the usual force applied to
both during surgery
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Facts

The Galaxy II Surgical Retractor system consists of a sterile
disposable retractor ring and sterile elastic stays, allowing a
constant tension of retraction throughout the surgical
procedure. However, data on the maximum force that
can be safely applied to stays are lacking. We addressed this
important gap in three investigations.
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Study purpose
An examination of stay integrity and maximum sustainable pull force
was undertaken on Galaxy II Surgical

Sharp 5mm hooks (n=21)
Blunt 5mm hooks (n=20)

Blunt 12mm hooks (n=21)
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Method
The steel hook was attached to a hook at the base of
the gauge and the elastic stay tail was pulled and
stretched.
Each stay was independently tested and pulled to a
maximum force of 25 newtons (N). Any changes in
product design or stay failure under increasing force
were recorded.
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Findings
Blunt 12mm hooks (n=21)

Blunt 5mm hooks (n=20)

Blunt 12mm hooks (n=21)

All sharp 5mm stays were pulled
to a maximum force of 25N with
no visible changes in hook or
product design.

All blunt 5mm stays withstood a
19N pull force, with 8 coming apart
(metal hook detaching from the
blue heat-wrap) with varying loads

No changes in product design
were observed for any of the
blunt 12mm stays up to the full
load of 25N.
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